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A Word from the Principal 

Term 3 

Greetings to everyone at the 

end of Term 3, and the begin-

ning of Spring break.  We 

have finished the term on a 

most wonderful high – our 25-

year celebration.  It was 

amazing to hear from some 

of our founding students, and 

their precious memories of 

our early days.  Our founding 

Principal Colleen Mitrow 

joined us for the day and in 

her own words, “I felt there 

was a really warm feeling of 

Inclusiveness and Community. 

Thank you and all the staff for 

the huge contribution you all 

make to the lives of these 

precious young women”.  I 

wish to join with Colleen and 

thank our current staff and 

students for making the day 

very special. 

Our Annual Athletics Carnival 

was hosted this year at Lime-

stone Park at Ipswich.  Staff 

and students participated in 

games, races, and the tug-o-

war, competing for house 

points.  The Athletics Carnival 

house winner was Goolagong  

Well done Goolagong  Our 

Year 12s also had a fantastic 

camp at K’gari (Fraser Island).  

There was plenty of sun, sand 

and laughter, even though it 

was a little cool.   

Term 4 is our shortest term of 

2022, and it is packed full of 

events, including Year 11 

Camp, Year 12 Formal and 

Graduation, and End-of-Year 

Excursions.  We also have a 

House Cup to award to either 

Freeman, Goolagong or No-

va!  All students start back on 

Tuesday 4 October, after the 

Queen’s Birthday Public Holi-

day. 

As we embark on the last 

quarter of the school year, I 

encourage families to keep 

us up-to-date with phone 

numbers and email address-

es.  Most of our communica-

tion is now done via email, so 

please let the office know if 

your email address is 

changed.  We will also contin-

ue sending an automated 

SMS to families in the morning 

if a student is marked absent 

with no reason.  Please re-

spond to these texts if you 

have kept your child home 

for the day. 

Blessings,  Leann Faint, Princi-

pal 

Past and present principals of Carinity 

Education Southside – Leann Faint, Col-

leen Mitrow and Christine Hill – cut a cake 

to celebrate 25 years of the school.  
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL—Lyndsey 

Well, wasn’t term 3 a busy one? Before the 

students returned, all staff engaged in some 

learning themselves during our student free 

days. At Southside, we believe that all staff 

should receive continued professional devel-

opment. All staff onsite either participated in 

two full days or a one full refresher training 

day in Therapeutic Crisis Intervention. Mac-

kenzie and I are Southside’s TCI trainers, and 

we had the pleasure of working with all our 

staff over these three days.  Staff are re-

quired to take an exam at the end of the 

training, and I have to say that this year we 

had the best results ever. All staff passed with 

flying colours and are putting into practice 

all that they have learnt or consolidated 

from previous training days. Well done every-

one!  

This term has seen many new families join us 

at Southside, and again, welcome to you all. 

Each year level has a youth worker assigned 

for contact and questions and you can al-

ways contact the support team via the of-

fice if you need to talk about your young 

person and their needs. In term 4, we shall 

be hoping to enrol some more students 

across years 7-11. If you have an enrolment 

enquiry for 2023, please contact the office 

for an Expression of Interest form. Once this, 

and the supporting documents are returned, 

we shall review your application and make 

contact in due course. 

This term, I was fortunate enough to be wel-

comed along on the Year 12 camp to K’gari. 

I would like to commend the students for 

their continued use of good manners, their 

willingness to look out for each other and 

their great behaviour in general. I know that 

these students are in Year 12, and I shouldn’t 

need to comment on their behaviour, but 

really, how they presented themselves needs 

noting as it will stand them all in good stead 

as they move onto new adventuress in 2023.  

Amanda Bray and I were missing from school 

for a week this term as we were both in chilly 

Melbourne. We met up with the other lead-

ership teams from the other Carinity Schools 

and attended a 5-day Childhood Trauma 

Conference. We heard from speakers and 

experts from all around the world and learnt 

about ways that we can have a positive im-

pact on the students at Southside and how 

we can support staff to be more trauma in-

formed. It was a highly worthwhile confer-

ence, which was originally scheduled for 

2020! But covid changed that. I am glad 

that we finally got to go! 

Term 4 is almost here, and it is short, and 

busy! Please ensure that you stay connected 

with us as stresses or changes in circum-

stance occur. We want to work in partner-

ship with all of our families and are here to 

support you all.  

Hope you all have an enjoyable Term 4, 

Lyndsey. 
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 CATCHERS PROGRAM—

NatalieYEAST CATCHERS PRO-Early in the term we were contacted by the 

Australian Wine Institute who had received a 

grant from the Australian Citizen Science As-

sociation to recruit Australian schools to take 

part in their Yeast Catchers program to help 

look for new and different yeasts in the local 

environment.  

The Yeast Catchers program was run on the 

last day of term. Students are asked to go 

around the school environment and collect 

a small natural object to place in a provided 

sample tube. The tubes contained a liquid 

that allows yeast to grow. We will now leave 

the tubes for two weeks over the school holi-

days. If the liquid becomes cloudy, the 

sealed tube is sent back, and the project 

team will identify the microorganisms within. 

They will then create a document for the 

school detailing what was identified in their 

local area and if a new species is identified 

they may help name the organism. We will 

update you with the results in the next news-

letter. 

YEAST CATCHER PROGRAM 
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YEAST CATCHERS PROGRAM—Natalie 

 

A FRIENDLY REMINDER 

At times, everyone becomes upset and 

emotional about an important issue.  This is 

very understandable.  Having said this, I must 

remind parents and carers that it is not ac-

ceptable to swear at staff at Southside, no 

matter how upset you may feel. 

Southside staff have been directed by me, 

to hang up on any parent or carer who is 

swearing or abusing them when on the 

phone.  I will not apologise for this hard line.  

The wellbeing of staff is of the highest priority 

as they are not able to look after students if 

they are not emotionally well themselves.  If 

you are feeling angry or upset about an is-

sue, consider taking some time to calm 

down before contacting the school.  I also 

recommend writing down a couple of points 

to help clarify what you are concerned 

about. 

Both research and experience show that 

when schools and parents/carers work to-

gether, we achieve better outcomes for our 

young people.  When everyone communi-

cates clearly and calmly, we can work to-

gether to create a plan to support your child 

better.  Thank you for your understanding 

and cooperation in this matter. 

Leann Faint,  Principal  
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Southside school transforming lives for 25 years  

Carinity Education Southside, our all-girls special assis-

tance school in Brisbane, has celebrated 25 years of 

supporting young women who have previously faced 

barriers to education. 

“I had struggled in primary school, which lead me to 

struggle in high school. Having supportive people at 

Southside that I could go to … it was almost like a 

family. The teachers were so understanding, support-

ive and thorough in the way they educated us,” for-

mer student Jacqui  Clevens said. 

“The first ‘A’ I ever got was in Science in Grade 9 at 

Southside. I still remember it like it was yesterday; the 

feeling of seeing that ‘A’ on the paper. It gave me so 

much self-confidence and it felt so good knowing 

that somebody actually believed in me.” 

Long-time Southside Education supporter and student 

mentor, Diane Heidke, said since 1997 the school 

has assisted young women “floundering in the river of 

life taking them nowhere” and helped them achieve 

their full potential. 

“This school catches girls at a very vulnerable time 

and gives them the care and support missing from 

their lives. In doing so, what seemed impossible be-

fore – a good education – especially for young moth-

ers, was within their reach,” Diane said. 

“On occasion the principal at the time, Colleen Mi-

trow, and one of the Indigenous teachers would drive 

to known hangouts looking for vulnerable Southside 

students. They would bring them to school where they 

were given warm food, counselling and encouraged 

to resume their studies. 

“There are many women today who testify that 

Southside Education saved their lives.” 

Colleen, Southside Education's foundation Princi-

pal, said the school’s curriculum was set up specifical-

ly to assist young women who had previously strug-

gled in other educational environments. 

“Difference is not valued in our mainstream school 

system. Young people’s social and emotional needs 

are often neglected which means such disadvan-

taged and marginalised young people often cannot 

set or aspire to reaching educational goals,” she said. 

“Southside’s key premise of accepting young women 

and their families with ‘unconditional positive regard’ 

was key to our success. We treated all the girls with 

the greatest respect and tailored a special response 

catered to their individual needs. 

“What marked our school as different was probably 

the absolute acceptance of each girl as unique, 

each bringing her own special gifts to our school 

community. It was up to us to help them to recognise 

their abilities and to regain confidence and hope for 

a future.” 

Since graduating from Year 12 in 2007, Jacqui has 

worked in residential care and community services 

supporting kids “who went through the same sort of 

things I went through as a teen.” 

“If it wasn’t for Southside, I think things would have 

been a lot more difficult for me. A lot of my peers that 

I kicked around with as a teenager, they’re now 

heavily involved in drugs and alcohol or they’re dead 

or in jail,” Jacqui said. 

“Southside helped me in so many ways. They helped 

me find my voice. They helped break down a lot of 

barriers for me, as an Aboriginal person and as a 

young mum. I wouldn’t be as successful as I am with-

out Southside.” 

Jacqui Clevens is a 

graduate of Carini-

t y  E d u c a t i o n 

Southside who 

shared her story at 

the school’s 25-

year celebration 

event at Sun-

nybank.  

Southside Education’s 

founders and early support-

ers – Jenny Medland, Diane 

Heidke and Colleen Mitrow 

– with current school princi-

pal, Leann Faint.  

Natasha Urbano at-

tended Southside Edu-

cation in its foundation 

year in 1997. She now 

works to support young 

people in the commu-

nity.  
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25TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
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YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and 

Emjay 

25TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
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YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI  YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI 

Year 12 Camp to K’Gari—Fraser Island 

The meaning behind K’Gari is paradise, and this is ex-

actly the feeling we all had when we arrived on the 

island for our Year 12 camp from Tuesday 6th to Fri-

day 9th September. What a beautiful place and what 

a fantastic destination. 

On the Tuesday it was all go to pack up in time and 

then we hit the road, with our first stop at Gympie 

McDonalds, for lunch, then again on the road to Her-

vey Bay. The barge trip over to the island was une-

ventful but beautiful views across the bay. We arrived 

at Kingfisher Bay Resort at 4:00pm and then we were 

off immediately on a bush tucker talk and taste at the 

Sea Belle Deck with a guide and chef. Emu, kanga-

roo, crocodile, wild lime, finger lime, lemon beans, red 

quandong, lemon myrtle, munthari, nuts, seeds, gold-

en wattle seeds, pesto, tomato relish, bunya nuts and 

macadamia nuts were all tasted. Latysha enjoyed the 

crocodile the most. 

 

We saw some paw prints from a lone dingo on the 

beach but also lots of sea birds. In the water were fish 

and lots of huge Manta rays.  We canoed along the 

beach and towards the mouth of the river, searching 

for more sting rays and any other fishy creature. It was 

cold at first, but as the sun rose, we all warmed up 

and enjoyed the beautiful morning.  

Then it was back to the resort for a stunning breakfast. 

Everyone was hungry after the early rise and a walk or 

canoe down at the beach. Soon enough, however, 

we were back at the beach, lathering ourselves in 

sunscreen and readying ourselves for a big walk 

along the beach and lots of sand art. We wrote “love 

Carinity” heaps of times along the water edge as it 

was low tide with lots of beach exposed. 

From 10.00am we had free time, so it was back to the 

spa for most of us, then lunch at 12:00pm with beef 

burgers at the Sand Bar. By 1:30pm everyone was 

ready to head back to the beach for a grand swim-

ming session with splashing and water games. The sun 

was hot, but the water was beautiful and cool. Later 

we had ice blocks at the Sand Bar.  

Finally, we made it to our villas at 5:30pm and we 

could not believe the fantastic luxurious rooms. The 

rooms were huge, with lofts and balconies. We all set-

tled in but were soon on the move again as dinner 

was being served at 6:00pm. The first night we had an 

Italian dinner – pizza and pasta with a beautiful fruit 

salad to finish. Once we were all full, we were given 

some free time and most of us explored the resort 

and finally headed to the pool and spa. With the 

comfy beds we were all asleep early, ready for lots of 

adventure on the next day. 

We all had an early rise on Wednesday morning as 

we were due down at the beach at 7:00am for a ca-

noe paddle. Aunty Nicole, Olivia, Lisa, and Latysha 

were the only ones to brave the elements and get 

into the water, however, for everyone it was absolute-

ly amazing, serene and quiet with breath taking scen-

ery.  
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YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI 

In the afternoon we explored the art gallery with all 

the beautiful paintings of K’Gari scenery, then it was 

off to the souvenir shop for a little shopping and gift 

buying. That night, we had roast beef and apple 

crumble and ice cream for dinner. 

Free time was next on the agenda, and we went to 

the games room and played cards and other 

board games, then once again we were off to the 

spa and pool, like we had not already had enough 

water for the day. We all slept well that night. 

Thursday morning was another early start with 

breakfast at 6:30am, then we were off on a big 

boat to go whale watching. We headed out into 

Hervey Bay and saw lots of whales. These magnifi-

cent creatures were breaching and fin slapping the 

water, over and over again. Dolphins were also 

seen everywhere. It was so wonderful to see mother 

nature at its best.  

We also got the opportunity to eat again, with lots 

of muffins, biscuits, tea and coffee. Like we all 

needed it! By 12:30pm we were back at the resort 

for even more food – nachos, tacos, burritos and 

healthy fruit salad. We all felt so stuffed. 

In the afternoon we headed back to the beach, but 

this time we were interested in fishing off the pier. 

Aunty Nicole had her cast net and with some bait we 

soon all had a line in the water. It was so relaxing, just 

sitting in the warm sun, watching the quiet swell roll 

past. The only thing keeping us awake was the occa-

sional bite on our lines, until Aunty Nicole caught a 

yellow tailed trevally.  

By 5:30pm we were all dolled up and down to the 

Sunset Bar for mocktails in the late afternoon and 

watching the sun setting slowly on the horizon. It was 

a beautiful scene and a memory to keep forever. 

Dinner that night was chicken parmigiana and bread 

and butter pudding, if any of us were still hungry. Then 

it was off to the pool again for some more free time. 

By 10:00pm we were all fast asleep, exhausted from 

another day in the sun. 

Friday came around quickly and before we knew it, 

we were having our last breakfast and packing up, 

ready to head back to the jetty and climb on board 

the barge for our return trip across Hervey Bay. We left 

Kingfisher Bay Resort at 10:30pm and were in Gympie 

by 1:00pm, where we had a yummy lunch of KFC. 

Then back on the bus, where many of us had a 

snooze, except for Auntie Nic of course who, as our 

driver, valiantly drove through the afternoon until we 

arrived back at school at 4:30pm. Although we had a 

great time away, it was wonderful to get back home 

again and sleep in our own beds. It’s funny how you 

never appreciate home until you have been away for 

a holiday. 
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YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI  
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The year 12s had a fantastic camp away at K’Gari 

and we know we will cherish the memories forever. 

We have to specially thank the school for providing us 

with such a special end of schooling trip away. We 

feel very blessed to have had the experience of a 

real resort for our final camp. We also have to special-

ly say thank you to Lisa, for being mum and looking 

after us while we were away. We also thank Lyndsey 

for supporting all that we did on camp and Aunty Ni-

cole for driving us so safely from school and back. We 

love you all, guys, thanks, so much. 

This is our final camp. So, this is grade 12 signing off 

from our last trip away. 

God bless you all,  Year 12 students. 

YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI YEAR 12 CAMP—K’GARI 
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YEAR 12 SERVICE EDUCATION—Bill and Lisa 

YEAR 12 TERM 3 SERVICE EDUCATION AT WESTSIDE 

COMMUNITY CARE. 

Service Education is all about taking time to help oth-

ers and in the process help ourselves to learn as well. 

Our students learn to grow within their own communi-

ty by connecting with others in a positive way and 

experience the joy that compassion, service and to-

getherness can bring. In Year12 Service Education this 

term we have been engaging with a charity called 

Westside Community Care in Springfield, where our 

students have travelled each week to help support 

needy families by packing and distributing food par-

cels.   The Service Education journey began with 

packing donated food into give away hampers, 

available to any citizens struggling to make ends 

meet.   As people came to Westside, our students 

handed out the food parcels along with a helping of 

conversation and encouragement. The appreciation, 

humbleness and gratitude by the receivers were 

heart-warming, while the spontaneous connection of 

generosity encouraged huge smiles from our young 

ladies who beamed with kindness and care. The old-

fashioned spirit of giving was clearly on display. 

In addition to the distribution of food hampers, Pastor 

Phil arranged for guest speakers and other members 

of the community to connect with the students and 

express their vast experience and knowledge about 

many aspects of our local communities.  

In this process our students had the opportunity to 

chat with many people struggling with the after ef-

fects of the 2022 Brisbane floods as well as others 

coming from the many different walks of life that a 

big city can host.  A big thank you has to go out to 

Pastor Phil and all the wonderful staff and volunteers 

of Westside Community Care, who graciously spent 

their time with us. Thank you for making us all feel so 

welcome. 

This term spells the end of the Year 12 service educa-

tion experience. It has been an interesting journey 

helping out those in need, from packing shelves in The 

Lighthouse Care supermarket, to packing food ham-

pers with Pastor Phil and even visiting Amy Swine-

house, the big, pink pig at RSPCA, the students have 

had an interesting sojourn through the support com-

munity in our beautiful city. In Term 4 the students will 

be concentrating on their final assessments and the 

journey beyond school.  

I know the Year Twelves will agree with me in extend-

ing our heartfelt thanks to all those who have support-

ed our need to give a hand to our community. A big 

thank you has to go out to John and the team at The 

Lighthouse, Pastor Phil at Westside Community Care 

and Daryl Joy at RSPCA. Hip, hip hooray and thank 

you all! God bless, 
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YEAR 12 ENGLISH—Bill and Li-

In Year 12 English, for Semester Two we have 

been working on the theme of Cultural Representa-

tions. This has been an investigation into popular cul-

ture and interpretations of Australian culture. These 

studies were also used to strengthen the concepts of 

representations and cultural assumptions used in Eng-

lish in Senior studies and the way language tech-

niques, image devices and text structures influence 

audiences to position the reader to agree with an 

author’s perspective.  

YEAR 12 ENGLISH—Bill and Lisa 

The students finished the term 

by reading the novel by Me-

lina Marchetta, called Look-

ing for Alibrandi. This is a 

heartwarming story about 

growing up in Australia while 

being raised within a different 

cultural background to the 

other people living in Sydney 

in the 1990’s. The concepts of 

understanding the self and 

family culture were inter-

twined with broader societal expectations and pre-

sented an engaging study of a coming-of-age story 

(bildungsroman). For the concepts we were studying 

in class, Looking for Alibrandi, helped the students re-

alize the multicultural background which makes up 

Australian society today. This was done in an effort to 

further understand what it means to be Australian, 

which will lead onto the assignment for Term Four. 

Next term, the students will be required to consider 

what it means to be a citizen of our country and what 

makes up Australian culture. This will culminate in the 

task for the term, which will be to create a feature 

article on what it means to be Australian today. I feel 

this will be challenging but valuable in understanding 

who we are and what makes up the unique culture of 

Australia. I am looking forward to the responses al-

ready. 

Term Four is approaching fast. For our Year Twelves, 

there will be lots to do, lots to complete and many 

engagements. It is easy to get carried away with the 

celebratory nature of Term Four for Year Twelve and I 

would encourage all the students to focus on their 

studies and keep this as the priority. There will be time 

to celebrate when the hard work is over. 

I know we are all looking forward to an exhilarating 

Term Four and I will be there, cheering along all our 

wonderful Year 12 students, for the final exciting instal-

ment of their twelve yearlong school odyssey. 

Within this, Term Three has had a focus on popular cul-

ture. The class has investigated many aspects of the 

influence of popular culture on society today. This has 

included popular song and the messages present in 

the lyrics, particularly in the ability for music to change 

society. A subunit on superheroes was also investigat-

ed and a comparison between DC and Marvel Comic 

characters were discussed, along with an analytical 

comparison between the film versions of Wonder 

Woman from the 1960s to the Modern Wonder Wom-

an films today. The students seemed quite amazed at 

the differences in the characters and the portrayals of 

the character by Linda Carter and Gal Gadot.  

To finalise this section on popular culture, an assign-

ment on the popular Australian children’s show, 

‘Bluey’, was completed by the students. An analysis 

of how the program compared to the Australian 

Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) re-

quirements for ‘National Identity, Cultural Diversity 

and Educational Merit’ was undertaken, then a script 

and power point were produced by each class mem-

ber before the presentation was completed orally. 

The standard was exceptionally high, and I was very 

impressed with the hard work, analytical ability and 

presentation style of the Year Twelves. 
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YEAR 11 SACS—Bill and Mackenzie 

In Year 11 Social and Community Studies (SaCS) we 

have been working on our term theme of “Art and 

Community”, which is a study of how art can bring 

about deep connections to culture and community. 

We started by looking at what is meant by art and the 

time periods of artistic creation by humans from the 

prehistoric, until today. Our class then focused on how 

art is expressed differently, by individuals and through 

different cultural influences, such as tattooing. Lastly, 

the class investigated how community is created and 

influenced by artistic connections. 

Students then completed an investigation into how 

art connects them to a culture or community of their 

choice. Students were asked to complete a project, 

where they had to create a piece of art which was 

based on their culture or community and explain in a 

newsletter article how the artwork connects them. 

The work the students completed was very impressive 

and varied. Some of the art had a practical purpose, 

used to redesign logos, or promote various communi-

ty organisations, while other art pieces demonstrated 

connection to traditional indigenous cultures or large 

social movements. I was very impressed with the way 

the students devoted themselves to this project and 

was fascinated with the artistic merit of the work pro-

duced.  

The unit for next term is titled “Legally, it’s Up to You” 

and is all about the law, from the creation of govern-

ment legislation to the complexity of the court sys-

tems and finally to how law impacts individuals and 

their rights. Various legal scenarios will be discussed as 

well as examples of criminal and civil law will be inves-

tigated. Police powers and the rights of Queensland 

citizens will also be other topics covered. Two excur-

sions are planned for this unit, one to the Queensland 

Parliament to see how laws are made and another to 

the Brisbane Supreme Court to see how laws are en-

acted. I wish all students a restful spring break and 

look forward to their return for a busy Term Four. 

YEAR 12 SACS—Kellie 

In SACS this term we have been studying the chang-

ing landscape of families, societal expectations, and 

gender roles in Australia since the 1900s. Topics we 

have discussed include marriage & divorce rates, ed-

ucation and work expectations in relation to gender, 

households and the cost of living.  Students re-

searched two different decades of their choice and 

compared and contrasted the way of living for both. 
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YEAR 11 ENGLISH—Bill and Mackenzie 

In year 11 English the theme 

for semester two is “Texts and 

Human Experiences”. Within 

this the students have ex-

plored texts about human 

experiences in multiculturally 

modern Australia. The stu-

dents have learnt about sto-

ries involving refugees and 

have studied in particular one 

text by Anh Do, called “The Happiest Refugee”. This 

was a biographical account about Anh Do’s escape 

from Vietnam as a small boy and his life living in the 

foreign land of Australia. The students found the text 

moving, informative and humorous.  The students also 

investigated other texts about refugees and multicul-

tural aspects of Australia. This has been through a mix 

of written text and film text and in particular have in-

cluded “Go Back to Where You Came From”, pro-

duced by SBS and “You Can’t Ask That”, produced 

by the ABC. We also investigated websites, like ‘The 

Refugee Council of Australia’ and information from 

‘The United Nations Commission on Refu-

gees’ (UNHCR). 

Developing and giving a speech on whether or not 

refugees should be encouraged to come to Australia 

was the ultimate assessment for this term. As you can 

imagine, there was quite a lot of lively debate about 

this topic as students argued the merits and draw-

backs associated with the immigration of refugees 

into Australia. The students were encouraged to 

make up their own minds about this controversial is-

sue.   In class we studied quite a few sources of infor-

mation about refugees, took notes and then applied 

this information into a structure for presenting a 

speech in the style of a “Ted Talk”. The script was de-

veloped over a few lessons and the students then 

practiced the delivery of the speech. A very simple 

supporting Power Point could also be used for visual 

effect if the students chose, but this was not a major 

part of the assessment. An explanation and example 

of how to deliver a successful speech was also provid-

ed for the students, along with exemplar samples pro-

duced by the teacher.  

It must be noted that the speeches by the students for 

assessment were lively and passionate. The students 

made great use of persuasive language and at-

tempted to sway their audience to their point of view. 

It was heartening to see such interest and conviction 

conveyed through an English assessment and I was 

impressed with the standards performed. 

Next term we will be continuing 

our investigation of “Texts and 

Human Experiences”. The focus 

in this term, however, will be on 

texts focused on First Nations 

People’s perspectives. In partic-

ular we will be studying John 

Donalis’ book called Riding the 

Black Cockatoo. This is an ac-

count of growing up in racist 

Australian society and the dis-

covery and understanding of 

the impact this racism has had 

on our First Australian brothers 

and sisters. Other texts will also be viewed, including 

poetry from Indigenous writers like Oodgeroo 

Noonuccal and Archie Roach and short stories by 

Irene Doyle. Towards the end of term, if time permits, 

we will also view a film text about growing up as a 

First Australian in our society. 

Concepts which will be taught in this unit include the 

identification of representations and cultural assump-

tions in texts and the way language devices and text 

structures are used to position readers to agree with 

an author’s point of view within texts. 

The assessment for Term Four will be a written exam, 

based on the texts studied, for which the students will 

need to write short answer responses. Writing practise 

and practise exams will be given to the students prior 

to them taking the actual test. It should be noted that 

this will be a test in a very similar format to the QCAA 

test provided to students in Term Two of Year Twelve 

and is meant to be a practise at taking this form of 

YEAR 11 ENGLISH—Bill and Mackenzie 
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 SENIOR HOSPITALITY—Anne SENIOR HOSPITALITY—Anne 

Grade 12s this term have continued to practice and 

develop their confidence in making coffees. There 

have also been projects and workbooks to complete 

about ‘Community Matters’ and the ‘Real World of 

Work’. Community matters explores matters concern-

ing communication with customers and others in the 

workplace as well as cultural and social differences 

that need to be taken into account in hospitality 

practices. Students also needed to provide some 

analysis of the needs that Restaurant Day presented 

(e.g., stocktake of cutlery and crockery, table plan, 

floor plan, order of service and feedback require-

ments). There are still units on Sustainability and Re-

sponsible Service of Alcohol to complete to achieve 

their Certificate II. 

Latysha has continued to work on projects and work-

books as well as producing a delightful array of tasty 

morsels on Friday afternoons like this upside down ap-

ple cake which was given a seal of approval by all 

who partook. 

Grade 11s this term have continued with cooking 

every Monday and doing workbooks on Fridays. 

Once safety booklets were completed students 

needed to complete the project regarding Restau-

rant Day. This project required students to consider 

the use of Maths and measurements in hospitality by 

considering, for example, how discounts or split pay-

ments would be worked out in a restaurant. It also re-

quired students to calculate quantities of ingredients 

that would be required if a recipe were used for a 

large number of people. Other factors considered 

revolved around working out table settings and cal-

culating quantities of crockery and cutlery required 

for an event like Restaurant Day and considering how 

practices could be improved given the feedback 

provided by guests. Practically, students focused on 

baking this term and pro-

duced a wide and wonder-

ful array of cakes, bliss balls, 

pies, slices, muffins, cup-

cakes and cheesecakes 

that some of you may have 

been able to sample while 

fresh out of the oven. To-

wards the end of the term 

students were making double quantities of items and 

freezing some, in order to be able to serve morning 

tea to guests on Celebration Day  
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YEAR 12 Certificate II Visual Arts— Damienne YEAR 11 Certificate II Visual Arts— Damienne 

The focus for Year 12 Art Term 3 has been Digital Art.  

Students have been finalising their 1-minute Videos for 

Change documentaries as well as learning the basics 

of Photoshop for design and editing.  Also, in the last 

week of term we went on an excursion to Currumbin 

Beach for the SWELL Festival.  This day allowed the 

students to take photos and practice a variety of 

camera techniques they have previously learnt 

about.   It was also a great opportunity to develop 

their photographic folios which could edited further in 

Photoshop.  

In Term 3 the Year 11 Art Students have been working 

on producing a monochromatic representational por-

trait painting.  To assist with their design process, prior 

knowledge and skills of drawing has been used.  Using 

the grid drawing system, students have successfully 

transferred their subjects face onto canvas.  They 

have experimented specifically with water-based oil 

paint and using various painting tools and techniques, 

students have achieved tonal effects for their final 

Portrait. 
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YEAR 12 SCIENCE—Natalie YEAR 11 Science—Natalie 

Term 3 was our Biology unit for the year, fo-

cussing on mangrove ecosystems. Students 

were expected to attend a data collection 

excursion to inform their assessment report. It 

was an interesting day and all students that 

attended got really stuck in to participating 

in the learning activities. I would like to give a 

special thank you and congratulations to 

Katie who worked assiduously to ensure that 

her report was completed and submitted by 

the deadline. 

Our focus for Term 3 was electricity and most 

of our lessons were spent by students re-

searching, planning, and building simple cir-

cuit toys, tools or devices. I was blown away 

with the quality and range of projects that 

were presented, and I am so humbled by the 

students’ perseverance and determination to 

see this through to completion. 
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The Certificate II in Business gives students 

the opportunity to engage in and under-

stand a range of business practices through 

a variety of real-life situations and simulated 

environments. This course engages students 

in learning activities which will allow them to 

develop an understanding of various busi-

ness skills such as creating word processing 

documents, development of business com-

munication skills, work team and organisa-

tional skills and the creation of spreadsheets. 

The qualification is designed for people seek-

ing a pathway into a variety of business-

related occupations. On completion of the 

certificate students achieve 4 QCE points.   

 

This term students have been preparing a 

folio of Word Processing documents that 

highlighting their ability to use Microsoft 

Word. They applied for a fictious job at a 

school like Carinity Education Southside and 

prepared a cover letter, resume and their 

portfolio of evidence.  They participated in a 

simulated job interview, took part in an 

‘interview test’ and practiced their front of-

fice/receptionist skills.  

The Certificate II in Community Services is a 

recognised qualification to become an intro-

ductory worker in the Community Services 

sector. Students learn key skills in working with 

a diverse range of clients, building trust 

through effective communication, identify-

ing, and responding to young people at risk, 

and managing first aid and safety in the 

workplace.  On completion of the certificate 

students achieve 4 QCE points.   

 

‘Prepare to Work as a Youth Worker’ exam-

ines the requirements to work in Health or 

Community Services. They investigated the 

role of a Youth Worker and researched ca-

reer options in the Community Services sec-

tor.  Students learned how to greet clients, 

explored the skills and knowledge required to 

communicate effectively with clients, col-

leagues, management, and other industry 

providers.  

 

The students also started their final unit 

‘Getting Involved’ where they focus on the 

benefits of Volunteering. As part of Service 

Education, they worked towards achieving 

the required 20 hours of volunteering at 

RSPCA and Lighthouse Cares. 

 

Next term will see most students move onto 

Project 3 ‘Prepare to Work in Childcare’.  Stu-

dents will investigate the requirements to 

work in a childcare centre. They will organise 

and complete daily work activities and ex-

amine what needs to be done to ensure the 

health and safety of children. 

YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and CERTIFICATE II IN COMMUNITY SERVICES— Catrina CERTIFICATE II IN BUSINESS—Catrina 
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YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and 

Emjay In Year 10 English, in Term Three, we have been work-

ing with poetry and a Shakespearean Play; The Mer-

chant of Venice. In the first half of term, the students 

investigated the many techniques used in poetry as 

well as the analysis of poetic themes. In the second 

half of the term, the students tried out reading some 

of the Elizabethan language used by William Shake-

speare and then watched the modern play adaption 

of the Michael Radford film version of The Merchant 

of Venice, staring Jeremy Irons and Al Pacino.  

Within the poetry section, students investigated the 

structure and language devices found in three partic-

ular poems, “The Death of a Tree” by Jack Davis, “The 

Child Who Walks backwards” by Lorna Crozier and 

“Tree” by Alan Smith. The students enjoyed these po-

ems, finding many techniques used by the authors to 

gain a deeper understanding of the writer’s message. 

In class we also discussed the many devices em-

ployed by poets to develop great emotion and un-

derstanding.  

The students then applied this knowledge to analyse 

their own choice of poem, using a technique called a 

‘SMILEC’ analysis. The students had to choose from a 

variety of different Australian poems or songs to do 

their analysis. Many students chose to write their own 

poem and complete an analysis of their ideas and 

skills in this area. This provided some exciting poetry 

for me to read, as well as some very interesting lan-

guage for me to decipher.   

Creating a report about the poem, to present their 

analysis, was the next stage of this assignment. The 

students converted their ‘SMILEC’ poetry analysis to a 

workable website or a Power Point.  

In the second half of the term, the students were en-

gaged in a dramatic play analysis of The Merchant of 

Venice. I think the students found the Elizabethan lan-

guage quite daunting, however, the fascinating story 

of The Merchant of Venice soon hooked them in, and 

I feel the class ended up quite enjoying this particular 

study of Shakespeare. 

The assessment outcome for this dramatic play study 

was for the creation of a Power Point, explaining ei-

ther the characters or themes of the play and utilising 

quotes directly from the text to back up points of 

view. Finally, the students had to upload a recording 

of their voice, performing the quotes in Shakespeare-

an style, to their Power Point. 

YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and Emjay 

Next term we are investigating novels. The students 

will study The Maze Runner by James Dashner, a mod-

ern dystopian fiction for young adults. The students will 

learn about story structure, character analysis and 

story themes or messages. An analysis of the book will 

be conducted, and students will then write a re-

sponse to questions about character or themes given 

in the book.  

 

 

The students will have 

a chance to revisit their 

essay writing skills from 

Term Two, to complete 

the written assessment 

required. The film ver-

sion of The Maze Run-

ner, directed by Wes 

Ball, will also be shown 

to the students, but 

only as a supplemen-

tary addition to the  

study, after the book 

has been completed. If 

we finish this study early 

enough, short stories 

will be investigated to-

wards the end of term. 

I know we are all look-

ing forward to another 

exciting term in Year 10 

English for Term Four. 

 

YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and Emjay 
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YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and 

Emjay This year saw the introduction of a new sub-

ject for the Year 10s. “Certificate II in Work-

place Skills”. Workplace Skills provides stu-

dents with the skills for a variety of entry-level 

Business Services job roles. Supporting per-

sons who have not yet entered the work-

force, this certificate develops the necessary 

skills that are expected by employers in the 

workplace. Students will learn how to carry 

out a range of basic procedural, clerical, 

administrative or operational tasks that re-

quire self-management and technology 

skills. 

 

In Term 3 our emphasis has been on Business 

Environments.  Students took on the role of 

Junior Office Administrator at the newly 

opened (fictious) school Carinity Education – 

Northside.   The focus was to work effectively 

in a business environment. This included 

identifying and working to organisational 

standards, managing workloads and work-

ing as part of a team. Students developed 

basic communication skills. They were re-

quired to select and use software, organise 

electronic information and data and find 

opportunities to improve the sustainability of 

work practices in the school.  

 

The highlight of the term was our class de-

bate.  Students were required to debate the 

topic “Paper towels are more environmen-

tally friendly than an electrical hand dry-

er”.  The debate was very lively with both 

teams coming up with very informative argu-

ments for their stances. There was no clear 

winner with our adjudicators calling it an 

even draw.  Even coming up with the sug-

gestion that the class could ‘debate the de-

bate’ – next time! 

YEAR 10 Science—Natalie 

This term students explored and applied 

Newton’s Three Laws of Motion to predict, 

describe and calculate the effect of forc-

es on the motion of objects. Students in-

vestigated the impact of forces and ener-

gy on the motion of objects. and used 

the Laws of Motion and the Conservation 

of Energy to predict, describe and ex-

plain the consequences of the rapid 

changes in the forces and energy acting 

during collisions. If you would like to find 

out more about the force of inertia then 

please give your young person a paper 

plate, a toilet roll tube, a glass of water 

and an egg and they will be able to 

demonstrate and explain it to you 

(without harming the egg)! 

Year 10 - Certificate II Workplace Skills—Catrina 
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YEAR 10 HUMANITIES — Kellie 

In Humanities this term we have been 

studying the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, its history, and its appli-

cation around the world today.  We 

discussed various human rights viola-

tions in Australia’s history, especially 

those centring around the rights of Ab-

original & Torres Strait Islander peoples.  

We also investigated current and for-

mer human rights violations around 

the world such as relating to child la-

bour, women’s rights and a variety of 

discriminations. 
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NUDGEE BEACH PHOTOS  YEAR 9 SCIENCE—Natalie 

At the start of the term students 

spent time identifying human 

body systems and the ways in 

which they work together in bal-

ance to support life. Our second 

topic focused on ecosystems 

and sustainability. Students 

gained understanding that all life 

is connected through ecosystems 

and that changes to its balance 

can have an effect on the popu-

lations and interrelationships that 

exist. We used this opportunity to 

investigate and reflect upon the 

state of Australian environments, 

locally at Nudgee beach where 

we explored the mangrove eco-

system and enjoyed a wonderful 

day of practical learning in the 

sunshine. 
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YEAR 9 HUMANITIES—Kellie 

In Humanities this term we have been 

studying the various Biomes of the 

world.  Weather and climate patterns 

have been discussed and students 

had an opportunity to analyse tem-

perature and rainfall data from vari-

ous places around the world.  Stu-

dents also researched the impact on 

the environment of food production.  

They chose from a variety of foods 

such as chocolate, coffee, fish farm-

ing and palm oil and identified the is-

sue with the production of food, espe-

cially those that effect the environ-

ment. 

In English this term we have been 

discussing and analysing how lan-

guage and language features 

are used within radio, tv and print 

media to position an audience to 

think or believe a certain point of 

view.  Students have identified 

features used to express a point 

of view and have edited texts to 

be more meaningful to their audi-

ence. 

YEAR 9 ENGLISH — Kellie 
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YEAR 9 ART —Belinda 

In our ceramic unit this term, students 

have been “Transforming the Mas-

ters”. After looking at various art 

movements from the 19th and 20th 

centuries, students chose a master-

piece to transform into a ceramic art-

work. After practising clay building 

methods on an experimental tile, stu-

dents then built their own artwork 

based on their chosen masterpiece. 

Some lessons we learnt: 1. Working 

with clay can be frustrating and, 2. 

Dried clay is fragile and easily broken 

if not handled correctly. 
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YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and 

Emjay Students started this term by investigating 

the physical and chemical properties of ma-

terials and the relationship between these 

properties in the use of materials. Students 

were introduced to the particle model of 

matter and used it to explain properties.   

For this term’s assessment, students had to 

plan and conduct fair tests, record observa-

tions, and collect, represent and analyse 

qualitative and quantitative data. We fin-

ished the term by exploring the periodic ta-

ble of elements, those who completed the 

activity have their very own, hand finished 

and annotated periodic table of elements 

to take home and use in Chemistry in future 

 

YEAR 7/8 SCIENCE—Natalie  
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YEAR 7/8 ART —Belinda 

Throughout this unit, students explored cultur-

al narratives and patterns. Each student de-

signed a personal mandala using patterns 

and designs from their heritage. Later, stu-

dents researched a folk tale which became 

the basis for a narrative artwork. Not only did 

students learn to build their painting and de-

sign skills, but they also learnt interesting tales 

from their heritage.  
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YEAR 7/8 MATHS —Julie 

This term was a creative one for Year 7/8 Mathe-

matics. The first half of the term the focus was on 

rectangular and triangular prisms. Students 

demonstrated their understanding of prisms be-

ing a 3D shape with two identical shapes facing 

each other by constructing a doll’s house made 

up of a cube, rectangular prism and a triangular 

prism. They were able to calculate the volume of 

each of these shapes. 

Later in the term, kites were constructed to show 

the work the class did on quadrilaterals and cir-

cles. The students had to work out the perimeter/

circumference and area of circles, parallelo-

grams, rhombuses, trapeziums and, of course, 

kites.  

YEAR 7/8 ENGLISH—Kellie 

In English this term, we have been listening to 

and watching a variety of persuasive and inspir-

ing speeches from across history.  We have ana-

lysed them to understand why they are consid-

ered great speeches and have used these tech-

niques in writing our own speeches.  Students 

wrote speeches on topics such as “why dogs are 

better than cats”, “why cats are better than 

dogs”, “why night school is better than day 

school” and “why period products should be 

provided free of charge”. 

In Humanities this term we have been learning 

about what life was like in Medieval Europe.  Stu-

dents have been discussing the hierarchy of me-

dieval life along with living conditions, the medi-

eval justice system, crime and punishment, 

health and hygiene and religion and the arts.  

We discussed the Black Plague and discussed 

the similarities with our current day pandemic. 

We all came to the conclusion that despite living 

with a modern-day plague, we much prefer the 

comforts of the 21st century. 

YEAR 7/8 HUMANITIES—Kellie 
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TRANSITION  

Every Wednesday morning in transition the students 

go on an outing. The locations are varied and form a 

great opportunity for the staff and students to get to 

know one another away from the constraints of 

school.  This time also serves an educational oppor-

tunity where the students are introduced to who we 

are in this great community of ours. 

This term we have visited Calamvale Park where we 

got to know each other.  We went to the RSPCA to 

learn about Service Education and meet some cute 

and cuddly animals. In Week 4 we took a trip to the 

Daisy Hill Koala Centre and went for a formative bush-

walk. The following week, we went to IndigiScapes in 

the Redlands shire.  This was the first time we have vis-

ited this location.  We enjoyed a lovely walk looking 

at the plants in the small botanical gardens and 

along the Tallowwood trail. This walk led to the 400-

year-old tallowwood tree. We finished the term with a 

lovely walk at the Mount Coo-tha Botanical Gardens.  

The Japanese gardens were amazing as was the 

Cactus Garden.  We all agreed that we couldn’t wait 

to go back next term. 

TRANSITION PHOTOS 
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YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and 

Emjay 

TRANSITION PHOTOS 

 

TRANSITION PHOTOS 
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ATTENDANCE REWARDS DAY TOP STROKE PUTT PUTT  

Term 3 Attendance day was held at  

Top Stroke Putt Putt.  Congratulations 

to the students whose attendance is 

80% or more.   
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YEAR 1YEAR 10 ENGLISH—Bill and 

Emjay 

NOVA 
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GOOLAGONG  
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ATHLETICS CARNIVAL 

Aged Champions: 

Year 7—Trinh & Bridget 

Year 8—Madelyn 

Year 9—Indiana 

Year 10—Nihlia 

Year 11—Ngamata 

Year 12—Kalaiyah 

AWARDS FOR ATHLETICS CARNIVAL 

 

Overall House Winner - GOOLAGONG 

Tug of War House Winners - NOVA 

Fastest Runner - NIHLIA 

Encouragement & support Award - IVY 

Happy Helper Award - LIBBY 

Outstanding javelin Throw Shoutout - NGAMATA 

Never Give Up Award - HAYLEY 

Good Sport Award - INDIANA 

Excellent Contribution Award - HAYLEY AND JAQUELIN 

Students Best Dressed - SATURN, SARAH, EMMA 
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ATHLETICS CARNIVAL 
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HOLIDAY PROGRAM PHOTOS 

  

DAY 1 at Ian Dipple Lagoon,  

LADRADOR 
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HOLIDAY PROGRAM PHOTOS 

DAY 2 at White Ridge Farm, 

ELIMBAH 
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LIBRARY—Catrina 

The library has continued to evolve 

with changes to the original layout. 

We now have a clear space where 

our weekly gathering takes place and 

a delineated classroom area. We 

continue to receive donations of 

books (thank you Christina K) who re-

cently donated a number of books for 

our young readers. These will soon be 

covered and available for staff and 

students.  

The beginning of Term 3 saw our 

beautiful Quyen move onto greener 

pastures.  Quyen was a much-loved 

member of our library team and it was 

sad to see her go.   
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CHAPPY CHATTER— Sonia  
As I reflect on this term, I am grateful for those who 

have gone before me and us. I am grateful for their 

faithfulness to their visions and their dreams, whether 

that is for our school, community or family - however 

that looks. We saw this as we celebrated 25 yrs of Ca-

rinity Education Southside, the people and communi-

ties that were faithful to the cause. Some contributing 

a lot and some just what was needed at the time, 

putting into practice what we have in our school 

guidelines: - Make a contribution and Dare to be dif-

ferent. We also see God’s faithfulness through the ef-

forts of those around us, both in the great and in the 

small.  For me these incredible people who have 

gone before us are an example of what it looks like to 

complete what they were called to do. The Bible puts 

it this way “The one who calls you by name is trustwor-

thy and will thoroughly complete His work in you” 1 

Thessalonians 5:24 TPT. I honor them, and I am so 

grateful that I get to continue in their legacy in the 

story of our school.  

This term we held a blanket drive to cover the stu-

dents that needed a little extra warmth on our cool 

winter nights. We were given several donations from 

our staff and our community which I am very grateful 

for, as no doubt, are those who received a beautiful 

brand-new soft blanket. Thank you! 

 

Two projects were launched this term, firstly was our 

Gratitude Wall. I love how the students have taken 

hold and filled our Gratitude Wall. It really is an inspira-

tion and encouragement reading these notes. These 

have not only caught the attention of our students 

but also visitors that come to our school. As we all 

face different battles every day, the Gratitude Wall is 

a place that can help find something good and if you 

can’t think of one for yourself there are others there to 

help you find words. I love this quote “The most pow-

erful weapon against your daily battles is finding the 

courage to be grateful anyway.” – Unknown 

Our second project is our brand-new Kindness Rock 

Garden. During lunch times students and staff have 

had the opportunity to paint and write on rocks to 

encourage one another. This colourful new addition 

sits in a garden near the Gratitude Wall. There is three 

parts to this garden: - Take one when you need it, 

share one with a friend and finally add one to keep 

the garden growing.  I am excited to see our kindness 

rock garden grow and be used to encourage and lift 

each other up. Our students are usually wonderful 

encouragers, and my hope is to encourage and 

equip them to do this as part of the everyday. 

Lastly, as we head into term 4. Please know that I am 

here to support students, families and staff. I am pray-

ing that in the busyness of Term 4 you find joy in the 

moments and peace in the chaos. For the year 12’s, 

you are nearly there! Keep going, you have done so 

well.  

Blessings  

Sonia 

Chaplain 
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Carinity Education Southside 

Lyndsey Sharp 

Deputy Principal 

Julie Roffmann 

 

Therapeutic & Wellness Leader 

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE SAFE 

Here at Carinity Education Southside, every child has the right to feel safe; at home, at 

school and when they are out in the community.  

No one has the right to make you feel unsafe. 

This means they cannot abuse you, physically or sexually; they cannot harass you or  

intimidate you, and the adults who are taking care of you cannot neglect you or  

knowingly put you in harm’s way.  

Remember, a safe adult will never ask you to keep a secret that makes you feel  

uncomfortable, and they won’t threaten you to keep you silent. 

 

WHAT CAN I DO IF I FEEL UNSAFE AT HOME, SCHOOL OR IN THE COMMUNITY? 

Tell someone!!! 

Here at Carinity Education Southside you will be listened too and you will be believed. 

 

WHO CAN I GO TO IF I AM UNSAFE? 

Your designated Child Protection Officers. 

If you have any concerns or worries, you can speak in confidence to one of our 

Child Protection Officers. 

PHOTO PAGE / ADVERTISEMENT 
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Every young woman has a right to education 

Carinity Education Southside 

153 Lister Street, Sunnybank QLD 4109 

Call 07 3423 7499 

Email southside@carinity.qld.edu.au 

Visit carinity.qld.edu.au 


